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Free Essay: INVENTORY OBSERVATION MEMO 1. Before commencement of verification, the management should
issue appropriate.

However, other issued instructions had been followed by count team. But information listed on tags was not
subject to review by any second count team 6. When the physical verification is being done, there shouldn't be
any movement of stocks. Ideally there should be no movements of stocks when the physical verification is
carried out. Please review the key terms in each chapter. Some pallets of obsolete shoes were found near the
back of the warehouse, with no written records. Write offs of either excess, scrap or obsolete stocks should be
valid and authorized. Employees need to take consideration to physical condition of inventories as well. I have
included the audit programs that you will need in the Goodner Brothers, Inc. In carrying out the test counts,
the auditor should give particular consideration to those stocks which have a high value either individually or
as a category of stocks. There was also an examination of sample documents for evidencing the movement of
stock into and out of stores. In order to ensure the effectiveness of the count procedures, there should be at
least one person who is independent of the regular storekeepers and the auditor should also perform test-
counts. With this Company, none of the peopled involved were independent of the regular storekeepers. I also
noticed that slow moving goods were purchased even though there were plenty of them in stock. Each tag had
corresponding fixture number. Before the audit count, outright and concessionaire items were properly
determined to avoid mistake in choosing samples which should include only outright items. This leads to risk
of loss of obsolescence, and non-identification of inventory theft. Key Terms This course uses terminology
that may be unfamiliar to you. Also, there were some cases where slow moving goods were purchased; in spite
of the fact that, such goods were already in stock in large quantities. The inventory manager will assign
recounts for variances to the count teams. Determine how Amazon accounts for its inventories, and calculate
the percentage of inventory in relation to total assets. Exercises: , , , , , , , , ,  As working capital blocked in
Slow moving Goods lead to loss in interest and defective, damage and obsolete items also lead to financial
loss to company. Dell Inc Before commencement of verification, the management should issue appropriate
instructions to stock taking personnel. However, we extended samples of floor to list to substantiate our
procedures. We were not able to have a copy of the inventory listing in the selling area, hence we were not
able to obtain samples from list to floor. Note that the description of this chart is discussed on page  On
occasions, however, it may be necessary for the entity to continue the production, receiving or dispatch
operations during the physical verifications. No differences had been observed between test counts and those
counted by the client. There was a representative from Head Office to supervise the performance of the count.
These 7 count sheets were selected on Random basis, without being pre-information to Apollo Personnel.
Counts will be performed in teams of two, consisting of a counter and a writer. As working capital blocked in
Slow moving Goods lead to loss in interest and defective, damage and obsolete items also lead to financial
loss to company. I also observed that the Company does not have any polices regarding these procedures. In
such circumstances, it essential that the entity as the procedures to identify and record such movements. The
planning memo should address the following issues: 1 Business risks. Such items were not included in the
count. For example goods to be returned to the supplier but haven't been done yet.


